At the Movies

NEWPORTIAN—"Living on Valor" and Kitty Carlisle.

PARAMOUNT AND PENNWAY—"Our Merry Butler", "The Lottery Lover".

LOEW'S STATE—"The Whole Town's Talking", "Society Doctor".

FINE ARTS—"The Wandering Jew".

LOEW'S ORPHEUM—"Biography of a Bachelor Girl".

MODERN—"Rocky Mountain Mystery".

"Wandering Jew" at Fine Arts

Despite its somewhat controversial nature, or perhaps partly because of it, "The Wandering Jew", with Central Veidt in the leading role, is one of the outstanding pictures of the past largely because of Veidt's acting. This British picture, although procedurally slow at first, builds up to an unusually effective climax.

The story does not refer directly to the Wandering Jew as a race, but rather allegorically, dealing instead with an individual. A curse is cast upon him again. "Then a beam of light shines from Heaven and the Wandering Jew finally dies. The controversial material in this last part prevented its showing in New York for some time."

Kitty Carlisle, Phil Cook at Met

Kitty Carlisle, famous film star of "The Love Bug" and "Here is My Heart", makes a personal appearance starting today. On the screen, Kay Francis is featured in "Living on Valor", with George Brent and Warren William. A slight twist is given to the usual love-triangle plot; in this story, two girls love the same boy, but each does his best to give her to the other to make the women happy.

Also on the triple feature program is Phil Cook, radio's famous funster in "One More Spring", with George Raft and Warner Baxter. Together they have their successes in "Duvida Lega" and "Paddy, the Next Long Leg", in a romance of the winter season, in which a number of defeated and deserted beings find in mutual misfortune that companionship enables them to fight successfully against cold and storm, until "one more spring" brings warmth, salvation, and good fortune for all.

"The Lottery Lover" is a light operetta, with songs "The Long and Winding Road" and "Paddy, the Next Long Leg", and "Paddy". A romance in this week in which a number of defeated and deserted beings find in mutual misfortune that companionship enables them to fight successfully against cold and storm, until "one more spring" brings warmth, salvation, and good fortune for all.

The story concerns the affairs of a young intern in an emergency hospital and his friendly enemy, in their competition for the love of a pretty nurse. Virginia Bruce, Robert Taylor are featured.

Orpheas shows Ann Harding, Robert Montgomery.

"Biography of a Bachelor Girl", starring Ann Harding and Robert Montgomery, moves to the Orpheum this week. The problem of whether to write the story of her life between the place of his admirer and the place of her co-adventurer faces the heroine in this humorous vehicle. This reviewer enjoyed the peppy dialogue and the natural acting throughout the picture. Montgomery with horn-thrust spandrels is especially appealing. Ann Harding, there are six acts of "vanguard" headed by Edward J. Lambert, Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter at Paramount.

"One More Spring" brings Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter together again in their successes in "Duvida Lega" and "Paddy, the Next Long Leg", in a romance of the winter season, in which a number of defeated and deserted beings find in mutual misfortune that companionship enables them to fight successfully against cold and storm, until "one more spring" brings warmth, salvation, and good fortune for all.
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